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Talk 1

“ F r ee F r om Th e Past”
John 21:1–1 9
Introduction: The Sin that Haunts You
“Verwer’s burden in that conference was the tragic number of young
people…who at one point in their lives dreamed of radical obedience to
Jesus and were joyfully willing to lay down their lives and sacrifice anything
to make Jesus known among the nations, but then faded away into useless,
American prosperity because of a gnawing sense of unworthiness and guilt
over sexual failure that gradually gave way to spiritual powerlessness and
the dead-end dream of middle class security and comfort.” (John Piper)

1. Why Peter went back to fishing
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c. Jesus planned this location
Luke 5:1–11
• Why Galilee?

2. The Charcoal Fire
John 21:4–14
John 18:17–18
• Jesus’ Three Questions

John 21:1–3
• Because they have no __________________ they return
to that which is ____________________.

3. Peter ’s Restoration

a. Peter’s denial in the courtyard
4. Application

b. Peter’s past keeps him from the future
• The others may have deserted Jesus, but Peter
had ____________________ Him.
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• What is your charcoal fire?

• What sins have made you feel disqualified from really serving Jesus?
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Talk 2

“H a v ing Your Id entity
I n T he Rig ht Place”
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J.I. Packer writes this: “Were I asked to focus the New Testament message
in three words, my proposal would be ‘adoption through propitiation’, and
I do not expect ever to meet a richer or more pregnant summary of the
gospel than that.”

Ephesians 1:3– 6
B. Apply the Riches of Adoption
Introduction:
The key to growing as a Christian is to realize you’re ________________
than you think.

A. Behold the Riches of Adoption
1. The Father planned his universe _________________ creating it.

2. The Father had a _____________________ for his plan.

Declaration #1:

achieve in order to be Somebody).

Adoption is not something that is _________________.
Adoption is something that is __________________.

Adoption is not something that is _________________.
Adoption is something that is __________________.

Declaration #2:
3. The Father’s plan is accomplished through ________________,
particularly through his _________________.

4. The Father’s plan was to adopt a people whom he would
________________ for himself.
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I am ____________________ (so I don’t have to

I am ____________________ (so I don’t need to
expect others to fulfill my deepest need for love).

“If you enter this world knowing you are loved and you leave this world
knowing the same, then everything that happens in between can be dealt
with.” (Michael Jackson)
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Dis c us s i o n Gr o u p s ( Sessi o n 2)

Que s t ions for Reflection
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4. Did you have any unanswered questions about Ephesians 1 and Barton’s
second talk?

1. How did you find Barton’s talks today?

5. In the second talk on Ephesians 1, what particularly struck you?

2. Did you have any unanswered questions about John 21 and Barton’s first
talk?
6. If someone you know who’s not a Christian asks you on Monday about
the talks from the Escape weekend, what do you think you could say
about either the power of forgiveness, or about identity which might
arrest their attention?

3. In the first talk on John 21, what particularly struck you?

7. Spend some time praying thankfully about the things we’ve reflected on
this morning.
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Talk 3
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• Christianity gives tremendous meaning to everything you do.

“M a k i ng Your Life Count”
1 Corint hians 15: 50– 58
• Implications of not believing in God or life after the grave.

Introduction:

A. To make a difference in this world we must possess untiring
motivation.

• “The work of the Lord” is anything we do to promote Christ and
his kingdom.

• The message of Christianity

“If you read history, you will find that the Christians who did the most for
the present world were just those who thought most of the next. The
apostles themselves, who set on foot the conversion of the Roman Empire,
the great men who built up the Middle Ages, the English evangelicals who
abolished the slave trade, all left their mark on earth, precisely because
their minds were occupied with heaven. It is since Christians have largely
ceased to think of the other world that they have become so ineffective
in this. Aim at Heaven and you will get earth ‘thrown in’: aim at earth and
you will get neither.” (C.S. Lewis)

• Our labour is not in vain because this life is not all there is.
Applications:
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Dis c us s i o n Gr o u p s ( Sessi o n 4)

Que s t ions for Reflection
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4. How have the three talks built on each other for you this weekend?

1. Did you have any unanswered questions about 1 Corinthians 15 and
Barton’s third talk?
5. What’s one significant thing in particular that you’re going to take away
with you from this weekend?

2. What particularly struck you from Barton’s talk this morning?
6. Is there something by way of personal application from this weekend that
we could pray for you about?

3. Was there anything that particularly struck you from the Q & A with
Barton?
7. Spend some time praying for each other, with thanks to God for how he’s
spoken to us this weekend.
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Free Time Activities
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The Problem With Christianity:
Six Unsettling Questions You Have Asked
BY

BARTON PRIEBE

“The problem with Christianity is...”
People complete this sentence in many different ways.
This book interacts with six of the
most common problems people
have with Christianity including:
1) Homosexuality & God:
why does God seem to be
against gay people?
2) Miracles & Science:
how can I believe in miracles
in an age of science?
3) Exclusivity & Intolerance:
how can there possibly be
only one way to God?
4) God & Evil:
if God is good, why is there
so much evil in the world?
Whether you have been a Christian for many years,
are skeptical of Christianity, or would like to further explore
these unsettling questions, “The Problem With Christianity” will
prove to be a significant resource in your thinking and conversations
with others.
Available from AMAZON AUSTRALIA: Paperback $24.95 / Kindle $10.27
www.amazon.com.au/Problem-Christianity-Unsettling-Questions-Asked/dp/1511756284/
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